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Chairman’s Foreword
If the first days of 2021 have taught us anything, it is to avoid superlatives when discussing 2020, for fear
of tempting fate. Nonetheless, I cannot help but think that it is fair to say that last year, and the fishing
season within it, presented some unique challenges both to the nation as a whole, and to the angling
and riparian communities within it. Much of life ground to a halt in the various lockdowns, and it is to
the credit of the staff of the Don District Salmon Fishery Board that they kept the show on the road,
albeit in different circumstances. In many ways, this report is a tribute to them, and to the support they
have received from the staff in the River Dee office. To all of them, the Board owes its thanks.
As we head into 2021, with the beginning of a new season hurtling towards us, we are hopefully more
prepared for whatever eddies fortune may present. We are certainly more resilient. The team have
managed to carry out many of their tasks, not least policing the river, and thereby protecting our
interests, as well as the increasingly endangered salmon. The 2019 season saw an uptick in catch
numbers that has not been repeated, and only some of the blame can be laid at the foot of SARS-Cov19.
New guidance regarding angling in a strict lockdown has provided a sliver of hope for 2021, allowing
some cautious, guarded optimism. Marine Scotland has issued some guidance relating to angling
activities in this latest lockdown. The guidance, which has the support of the Fishery Board,
acknowledges the health benefits of angling. It allows for angling to take place, adhering to whatever
social distancing guidelines and protocols are current, within one’s own council area or at most five miles
from its boundaries.
We are aware of the impact of travel restrictions for beats, and the accommodation/self-catering rules
that may affect beats as well. Through Fisheries Management Scotland we have again raised the issue
of financial support with government, emphasising that the cumulative effect after last year will be very
damaging.
I hope that the season, and the year, treat you well.

William Paton
Chairman, Don District Salmon Fishery Board
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Introduction
This report is required under the terms of the Aquaculture and Fisheries (Scotland) Act 2013, which
requires District Salmon Fishery Boards to produce an annual report for consideration by the Qualified
Proprietors of the District. The period for this report, bar the financial accounts, runs from 31 October
2019 to 30 October 2020.
In addition, the website www.riverdon.org holds information on the detailed activities and governance
of the Don DSFB.
The Don District Salmon Fishery Salmon Board was elected at its Triennial meeting held on 22nd October
2019 and the membership on 30th October 2020 is as follows:

Members
William Paton
Carol Mair
Paul Adderton
Richard Fyffe
Ralph Green
Fred Hay
Simon Hicks
Dan Newcombe
John Stephens
Samantha Fleming
Will Boyd-Wallis

Grandhome; Chairman
Clerk to the Board
Aberdeen & District Angling Association
Fetternear
Representative of Anglers
Keithhall Fishings
Kemnay, Beat 3
Ardhuncart, Brux, Tillypronie
Aberdeen & District Angling Association
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Cairngorms National Park Authority

Staff
James Kerr
Stephen Murphy
Martin Webster

Senior Fishery Officer
Fishery Officer
Fishery Officer
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Annual Catches
Salmon
The salmon rod catch in 2019 was 802, which was the highest since 2013 and nearly double the 2018
catch (Fig. 1). All fish were returned to the river as catch and release was a legal requirement.
Indications are that the rod catch in 2020 was low, and whilst some portion of this responsibility may
be the lack of fishing due to COVID-19 restrictions, even when fishing was permissible it appeared that
fish were lacking. The recent years of low catches mays also have reduced fishing effort, and this will
also impact on catches.
The average Don rod catch over the last five years is 453 fish. Prior to this, the 10-year average rod catch
was nearly 2000 salmon.
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Figure 1. Salmon rod catch on the River Don, 1952-2019.

The recent low catches concur with the national picture which shows catches declining since 2010 (Fig.
2). Nationally, 2019 had the fourth lowest salmon rod catch since 1952. At the start of 2020, the Scottish
Government announced that this iconic species was approaching crisis point.
The primary cause of the decline in stocks nationally is increased mortality at sea. Less than 5% of smolts
that leave Scottish rivers survive to return to their rivers as adults, compared to approximately 40%
survival in the 1960s.
In addition, factors in freshwater may contribute to the decline through reducing smolt production.
These likely include reduced access to spawning grounds, damage to habitat, poor water quality and
predation.
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Figure 2. National salmon rod catches (blue) compared to Don rod catches (orange), 1952-2019.

The survival risks faced by smolts as they leave the River Don were highlighted in acoustic tagging
research undertaken in 2019. 50 salmon smolts from the Don were acoustically tagged in April and then
tracked until June (Fig. 3). In addition, 74 salmon smolts (and 26 sea trout smolts) from the Dee were
tagged and tracked. 107 acoustic receivers were deployed, mostly on the seabed (in semi circles at 4
km and 20 km from Aberdeen Harbour; Fig. 4) but also in the river mouths.
Only four (8%) of the Don smolts were detected by the acoustic receiver at the bottom of the river. Two
of these four fish were subsequently detected on the marine arrays (Fig. 5).
It is possible that the receiver in the bottom of the river was unsuccessful in detecting tagged smolts.
However, the fact that none of the 46 undetected smolts were subsequently detected on the marine
arrays, whereas 64% of the Dee salmon smolts were detected on the marine arrays, does suggest a
very large loss of tagged smolts in the river Don compared to the neighbouring Dee.
From this single year of data, it is not possible to determine if the loss of Don smolts was due to some
impact of the tagging study or is representative of untagged smolts.
This £1 million smolt tracking project is being delivered by the River Dee Trust and Marine Scotland
Science (MSS) and is funded by Aberdeen Bay Offshore Wind Farm Ltd and MSS. In the third and final
year of the project, in 2021, the research will investigate further the smolt survival in the lower Don.
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Figure 3. Rotary screw trap used to capture smolts for tagging and tracking.

Figure 4. Arrays of acoustic receivers used to detect tagged smolts, at 4 and 20 km from the river
mouths.
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Figure 5. Tracks of the two smolts that were detected on the marine receivers (different colours
represent different fish).

Sea trout
In 2019, sea trout catches were 108 (Fig. 6). Catches have been low since 2007 and the 5-year average
catch is only 139. It is not clear whether the low catches seen in the last ten years indicate a problem or
return to natural stock levels, or lower levels of fishing effort.
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Figure 6. Sea trout rod catch on the River Don, 1952-2019.
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Indications for 2020 are that sea trout catches will be lower. However, this will be influenced by Covid19 restrictions which closed fisheries in June and reduced angler access in July, which is when peak sea
trout catches normally occur.

Conservation Limits
The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Regulations 2016 requires all significant river systems to have
an annual assessment of their salmon stocks. This assessment is based on the previous five years rod
catch and incorporates river flow and out-of-season catches. The new assessment in 2020 (for the 2021
fishing season) puts the Don into a Category 3 (the lowest category) for the third consecutive season,
which means that any exploitation is unsustainable. Therefore, mandatory catch and release will
continue in 2021. Before these Regulations were introduced, in 2015 the Don released 86% of salmon
caught, and it is likely that this would have continued to increase in following years given the evidence
of further decline in stocks.
The Don 2021 Conservation Code reflects the current legal situation and the additional measures
required by the Don Fishery Board to minimise harm to fish stocks. The 2021 Code is shown on page 10.
Whilst catch and release of sea trout is not a legal requirement, through voluntary measures more than
90% of them are now released. Thanks are extended to the proprietors, clubs and anglers who have
supported the Fishery Board’s initiative to protect Don salmon and sea trout stocks since 1994, which
is now reinforced in part by the Scottish Government.

Juvenile Stocks
Electrofishing surveys were carried out in 2019 as part of a national assessment of juvenile salmon stock
health (National Electrofishing Programme for Scotland; NEPS). 30 electrofishing sites were surveyed,
and this data was provided to Marine Scotland Science (MSS) to carry out the assessment, which was
delivered in 2020. The sites were randomly selected by computer modelling to give an overall indication
of juvenile stock health across the whole catchment.
The assessment compares densities of salmon fry and parr with levels that would be expected (a
benchmark) if the salmon stock was in good health. The benchmark is specific to each site surveyed, as
it is based on site-specific characteristics such as altitude and upstream catchment area which have
been estimated based on over 3000 electrofishing surveys done throughout Scotland over the last 20
years.
The results (Fig. 7) show, as in previous years, that juvenile salmon stocks are low. Salmon fry were
below the benchmark at all 30 sites (indicated by sites coloured red, orange or yellow in Fig. 6), with
half of the sites having no salmon fry. The remaining sites had, on average, one quarter of the expected
fry densities.
Salmon parr were also poor, although four sites, all in the upper catchment, did have parr density levels
that exceeded the benchmark (sites coloured green, blue or purple in Fig. 7). However, 14 sites had no
parr and the remaining sites had about two thirds of expected parr densities.
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As sites are chosen randomly, expectations would be that approximately 50% of sites would be above
the benchmark and 50% would be below for a healthy catchment. However, 0% of sites had fry numbers
above the benchmark and 13% had parr numbers above the benchmark. In the previous year, 3% of
sites (one site) had fry numbers above the benchmark and 0% had parr numbers above the benchmark.
This was the third year of surveys on the Don, and the second year that surveys were conducted
nationally. Unfortunately, no surveys were conducted in 2020 due to Covid-19 restrictions.

Figure 7. Status of salmon fry (upper panel) and salmon parr (lower panel) in the Don catchment in
2019. 30 electrofishing sites are compared to a benchmark density and labelled by colour. Colours
below 100% of the benchmark (red-yellow) indicate that salmon densities are below expectation.

This method used is planned to inform national stock assessment under The Conservation of Salmon
(Scotland) Regulations 2016 in the future, particularly where there is concern over the appropriateness
of the adult assessment. Rivers would therefore also be categorised as 1, 2 or 3 based on their juvenile
stocks. Based on the 2019 assessment, juvenile stocks on the Don would be a category 3 (Fig. 8),
matching the adult stocks.
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Figure 8. Categorisation of catchments following The Conservation of Salmon Regulations (2016)
based on the 2019 juvenile stock assessment.

Salmon fry
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Spawning
The Don Fisheries Officers have undertaken spawning count surveys across 16 sites for the past five
seasons (Fig. 9). The surveys are carried out from early October until late December.
In 2019, spawning fish and redds were present around a week earlier in the upper catchment, however,
spawning peaked as usual in late November and continued into December.
Mainstem sites such as Semeil, Ardhuncart and Fetternear had higher redd counts than in previous
years, as did certain tributary sites (Buchat, Deskry, Mossat). Sites in the middle catchment generally
had redd numbers in line with the 5-year average. Monitoring on the lower sites was continually
hampered by high and coloured water conditions.
Two sites have suffered substrate changes over previous seasons (Leochel and Bandley tributaries),
resulting in low counts due to suboptimal conditions for spawning. A review of these sites will take
place in advance of next year.

Figure 9. Location of redd counting sites.
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THE DON DISTRICT SALMON FISHERY BOARD
2021 Salmon & Sea Trout Conservation Policy
The Conservation of Salmon (Scotland) Regulations 2016 manage the killing of salmon in rivers based on
categorising the conservation status of their stocks. The Scottish Government has categorised the Don as a
Category 3 river and therefore all salmon must be returned throughout the 2021 season.

Legal Requirements
A. The salmon fishing season will run from 11th February to 31st October.
B. It is a criminal offence to retain a salmon or grilse throughout the whole of the angling season. By
law any salmon or grilse that is caught must be returned to the river, whether dead or alive.
C. It is illegal to sell rod caught wild salmon or sea trout, or use knotted nets, tailers or gaffs.
D. It is a legal requirement that proprietors must report catches and fishing effort, so all anglers in
turn must report to the beat proprietor. Failure to report catches or effort could influence the
future category status of the river.

Conservation Code
E. Anglers are encouraged to practice 100% catch and release for the entire season for sea trout and
finnock.
F. Anglers are encouraged to fly fish throughout the river catchment.
G. It is recommended that all hooks should be barbless or crimped.
H. Spinning is permitted at the beat’s discretion. Maximum of one treble hook (barbless) on lure.
I.

It is recommended that bait fishing, using the worm only and barbless hooks, is only permitted for
junior anglers at the beat’s discretion. There should be no worming in October.

J.

Fish returned to the water should be handled carefully with wetted hands and held facing
upstream until sufficiently recovered to swim free. Fish should remain in the water at all times.

K. All anglers are requested to disinfect waders and landing nets prior to fishing to prevent the
introduction of Gyrodactylus salaris and other diseases to the Don. Further information is available
at www.riverdon.org
L. Any pink salmon that are caught must be retained and reported to the River Office on the 24-hour
number – 01467 642121.

For guidelines on how to safely release fish or information on fish stocks, please visit our website:

www.riverdon.org
24 Hour Emergency Contact Details – 01467 642121
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Removing Obstacles to Fish Migration
Approximately 20% of the catchment has limited access to migratory fish due to the presence of 64
man-made obstacles. Easement or removal of these obstacles is a priority for Don fisheries
management, and we have recently eased the Pitstop and Craigievar weirs.
The Board have been continuing to work on easing fish passage on the upper mainstem Don at the
Newe Weir, Strathdon (Fig. 10), over the last year. Redesigns were conducted in early 2020 and the
new design is now agreed and approved by SEPA. The easement centres on replacing the current steppool pass with an Alaskan denil fish pass. Unfortunately, due to Covid-19 our preferred contractors
were not able to fit the pass in 2020 and it is now scheduled for June 2021.

[Grab your reader’s attention with a
great quote from the document or
use this space to emphasize a key
point. To place this text box
anywhere on the page, just drag it.]

Figure 10. Newe weir, with current fish pass at centre and improvements scheduled for 2021.

Easement work on the Craigievar weir (Figs 11 and 12) on the Leochel burn was carried out by the
Fishery Board this year. This small weir of around 0.6 m height limited access for salmon and trout
during low and medium flow conditions. The Fishery Board were granted a CAR licence by SEPA to
install two smaller (0.3 m height) pre-weirs, made of larch. The pre-weirs raise water levels directly
below the Craigievar weir and therefore fish can jump over the weir in a much greater range of flow
conditions. Fishery Board staff fabricated the pre-weirs and then installed them in August, improving
access to over 5 km of good habitat in the upper Leochel burn in time for the 2020 spawning period.
We are currently supporting SEPA in trying to identify funding to fit a fish pass to the Goval weir (Fig.
13). This has been challenging due to difficulty in identifying landowners, but it is one of the priority
weirs for the Fishery Board.
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Figure 11. Craigievar weir prior to easement work.

Figure 12. Craigievar weir after pre-weir installation.
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Figure 13. Goval weir.

Other priorities for easing are the Montgarrie and Tullynessle weirs. An aim for the Board is also to
assess the full cumulative impact of the eight weirs on the lower mainstem Don.
A possible concern for fish passage is a hydro-scheme on an existing main stem weir on the lower Don
(Fig. 14). The scheme at Tillydrone is owned by Aberdeen Community Energy (ACE) and has been
operating since 2016. It is based on the old Cruives weir and its operation is monitored by SEPA. The
Cruives weir has several breaches so a fish pass is deemed unnecessary.
There have been no reported issues with fish migration at this site since the hydro has been in
operation. Any observations or other evidence of fish passage difficulties should be reported to the
Fishery Board. Any concerns regarding the hydro-scheme operating during very low flows needs to be
recorded (preferably with video) and details reported to SEPA. The Fishery Board will also collate this
information to support SEPA.
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Figure 14. Archimedes screw at Tillydrone hydro-scheme.

Predator Management
Sawbilled Ducks
The fisheries management aim on the Don is to ensure as many healthy wild smolts get to sea as
possible, so that more adult fish return to spawn. With Scottish salmon stocks now facing crisis point,
it is vital to minimise losses due to predation. Possibly the greatest predation pressure on smolts comes
from goosanders, and indeed, this year Scottish Government acknowledged that fish-eating birds
create pressure on local fish stocks in the North East.
The Fishery Board annually applies for a piscivorous bird licence, as an aid to scare other goosanders
away from the fishery. The licence quota is determined by NatureScot, based on bird surveys carried
out throughout the autumn-spring period.
Staff undertake three bird surveys by canoe each autumn and a further three surveys in the spring,
along 100 km of mainstem. In autumn 2019, an average of 121 goosanders was recorded, which was
lower than the previous year. Further counts in spring 2020 were not possible due to COVID-19
restrictions but historical data was used in its place.
The licence is delivered by volunteers and the focus is on shoot to scare in autumn and early spring,
leaving the quota for mid-April onwards when the smolt run requires protection. We thank all the
volunteers who help with this programme.
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The Don has also supported a national project led by Marine Scotland to investigate the diet of
goosanders and cormorants and we will feedback the results when we receive them.

Seals
Over the last year we have continued to support Marine Scotland Science and the Sea Mammal
Research Unit (SMRU) through the reporting and photographing of seals within the river and sampling
of seal scats to identify diet composition. Fisheries Officers collect scat samples during existing patrols
and take photographs for any seal sightings. The key aims of this work are to identify any specific
individual seals using the river and to estimate the predation impact on smolts.
We have been monitoring seal incursions into the river to assess the potential scale of impact of seal
predation to the fishery. Whilst it is usual for seals to occur in the lower tidal reaches of the river,
individuals that extend upstream far into freshwater can be very disruptive to the fishery. However,
only five incidents of seals extending upstream into the Don (above Diamond bridge) were recorded
over the last year, and the number of records was also low in the previous year (11). The data gathered
over the last two years therefore suggests that seal incursions will not have a substantial impact. Of
course, ‘rogue’ seals can occur that exhibit more unusual behaviour, such as the individual common
seal that has been recorded hauled out on a log by the Diamond bridge over the last year (Fig. 15)!
All our staff have been awarded the Seal Management Professional Development Award as we aim to
demonstrate our responsible approach to seal management.
We would be grateful for any members of the public to report seal sightings to the Board’s 24-hour
number - 01467 642121 - so that we can continue to monitor seal presence in the river.

Figure 15. A common seal hauled out in the city by Diamond Bridge.
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Policing
Effective enforcement of fishery legislation is vital for the future of salmon stocks as well as supporting
the Donside economy. The Board’s Fisheries Officers patrol the river throughout the year to prevent
illegal fishing and 2020 has been their busiest season on record, an unexpected consequence of Covid19.
It is thought that the national lockdown in spring 2020 led to more opportunities for illegal fishing, to
which the Board responded with greater enforcement efforts. As a result, the Fisheries Officers dealt
with 104 policing incidents during the 2019-20 season (Fig. 16), which was 230% higher than the
previous season.
At the start of lockdown, arrangements were made with Police Scotland to have markers placed on
Fisheries Officers vehicles and mobile phone numbers to aid communication. Staff phoning in an
incident are therefore prioritised with police responses.
Fisheries Officers have been working closely with their counterparts on the Dee, which has allowed
increased coverage at peak policing times and for continuing policing cover whenever needed. We
have also increased communication with other Fishery Boards, including through online reporting and
sharing of information, which has aided tracking poachers who operate across districts.
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Figure 16. Number of poaching incidents.

Most of the incidents occurred within the city of Aberdeen and particularly at the estuary, although a
few more incidents occurred this year in the middle and upper river, including around Inverurie (Fig.
17).
Overall, 74 warnings were issued and two charges were brought – these are currently with the
Procurator Fiscal. All incidents related to rod and line poaching events and there was no evidence of
netting gangs. However, as the Conservation Regulations have highlighted, the Don cannot sustain any
loss of fish from the spawning population and therefore all incidents are treated as having an impact
on a threatened species.
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A lot of the success of policing operations relies on intelligence, which includes reports from members
of the public, and we work closely and share information with Police Scotland and other District
Fishery Boards. We gratefully acknowledge the response we have from anglers, proprietors and the
public regards communicating poaching, which has enabled us to apprehend suspects.

Figure 17. Location of poaching incidents dealt with by Fisheries Officers over the last year.

We ask anyone to call our emergency 24-hour number - 01467 642121 – should they
encounter poachers or have information related to poaching on the river. This number operates
throughout the year. The information provided may enable us to build a case against poachers and
you will never be required to give evidence.

Developmental Control and Support
The Fishery Board assessed seven significant planning applications over the last year that have the
potential to impact on the river and fishery. Contributions included to the A96 dualling route options,
the energy for waste plant at Port Elphinstone and bridge upgrades. We are always keen to speak
with developers early in the process to provide fish-specific advice that can be incorporated into plans
from the outset.
Pollution can result from developments as well as from agricultural lands. We ask everyone to report
pollution at the time that they see it, so it can be followed up and dealt with. In the last year we
followed up six pollution incidents and reported them to SEPA, including pollution from the A96 (Fig.
18).
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Pollution
Please report pollution events directly to SEPA and also inform us, both are manned 24-hours.

Don District Salmon Fishery Board: 01467 642121
SEPA pollution hotline: 0800 80 70 60

Figure 18. Pollution from a storm drain from the A96.

Bankside improvements
Don staff have been developing green engineering techniques to help stabilise riverbanks and prevent
erosion. These works also provide good habitat – by way of shade and cover – for fish. Woven willow
has been used to stabilise banks and is a low-cost high-benefit material. Our thanks go to Leys Estate
and Beidleston Farm for allowing us to harvest willow for free, which we have then used this year to
carry out bank protection and repair on the Don at Haughton, Alford (70 m; Figs 19-21), the River Urie
at Pitcaple (35 m) and the Don at Kemnay (20 m). These works have halted the bank erosion at these
sites and the willow regrowth is thriving.
This work is best carried out in March and April and the technique is supported by SEPA. We can provide
advice and support for any riparian owner interested in using this form of bank protection to prevent
erosion and bank collapse, so please get in touch.
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Figure 19. Eroded bank at Haughton, Alford.

Figure 20. Willow bank protection at Haughton, Alford, 2020.

Figure 21. Willow bank regrowth at Haughton, Alford, 2020.
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Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS)
‘Invasives’ continue to be a threat to the Don, either directly through predation of juvenile salmonids
such as by American mink, or indirectly through damage caused to riverbanks by plants such as giant
hogweed and Japanese knotweed.
INNS control has proven to be challenging due to COVID-19 restrictions, which has prevented involving
volunteers and limited team-working, as well as the higher policing burden faced by staff and less staff
resource due to the conclusion of the AWPR-funded INNS project, which had supported an Invasive
Species Officer. However, the work over the last year has been helped by funding from the North East
Non-Native Invasive Species project (EU Leader-funded) and the Scotland Invasive Species Initiative
(SISI) project (funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund).
Giant hogweed control has been completed across the upper and middle Don from Strathdon to
Inverurie, largely by Board staff. This was a significant task, covering 66 km of riverbank. However, we
were very grateful for the considerable work provided by Fred Hay of Inverurie Angling Association,
who has controlled giant hogweed on 9 km of riverbank around Inverurie on his own. To extend the
control period and treat more plants, in July we carried out the additional control measure of cutting
off the seed heads of giant hogweed prior to applying herbicide.
The control of giant hogweed between Strathdon and Alford appears to be having effect as reductions
in the size and density of stands is evident, so although the overall extent of hogweed remains the same
it is at much lower density.
Another invasive plant, Japanese knotweed, was treated on the Esset, Tuach and Bents burns, along
with small sporadic stands around Inverurie on the mainstem in the autumn. Stands of this plant were
significantly reduced from previous years, due to annual herbicide application.

American Mink
American Mink are still present within the catchment, and although at low numbers they cause a threat
to fish populations and so efforts are made to continue their control. Over the year, three mink have
been caught and humanely dispatched at Kemnay and Kintore by volunteers. Mink sightings were also
recorded at Burnhervie, Inverurie and Insch but no captures made.
Following the large-scale flooding in early October many rafts were displaced or damaged. The network
therefore requires some refurbishment and we await the supply of materials for this to take place. We
appreciate the continued support of proprietors and anglers in reporting any sightings so that we may
target control.

Biosecurity
There is always a risk of fish disease or parasites being introduced into the river and harming fish stocks.
This is particularly from anglers who fish elsewhere. We request that everyone carries out biosecurity
measures, namely the spraying of equipment with disinfectant. A few beats are now participating in
biosecurity measures, and we acknowledge Fetternear, Kildrummy, Kintore, Grandhome, Castle
Forbes, Ardhuncart, Inverurie AA, Alford AA, and Kemnay beat 4 for their efforts. However, all beats
need to participate to prevent such dangerous introductions.
The Board will continue to provide equipment, chemicals and advice to proprietors and clubs so please
get in touch to arrange this.
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Fisheries Development
The 2020 fishing season was launched with the new David Paton Trophy, to award the first fly caught
salmon returned. The trophy was commissioned by William Paton of Grandhome Estate and was
awarded to Martin Webster for 2020.
Through the Scottish Angling National Development
Strategy (SANDS), a local group comprising volunteers and
staff launched the Aberdeenshire Fly Fish 50 (AFF50)
initiative in 2019. This initiative supports the delivery of
angling development events across the catchment, by
providing lesson blocks to introduce newcomers into
angling. Unfortunately, COVID-19 made it impossible to
deliver these angling development events in 2020,
although early in the year 94 people were lined up to
participate on both the Don and the Dee. There were also
Introduction to salmon fishing days planned for May at
Grandhome but these were also cancelled.

A stronger marketing approach could be used for beats to attract new anglers. There is lots of potential
to improve access and facilities for anglers, including beat maps for fisheries, toilets and huts, to all
make for a better days fishing experience.
The brown trout fishing, despite peaking in April and May when COVID-19 restrictions prevented fishing,
showed some good catches across the system for the year. Fish of up to 8lbs were landed, and this
could be promoted to highlight the quality of trout fishing on offer.

Communications
To aid communications and promotion, the Fishery Board created a new website, launched in
September – www.riverdon.org The website will be maintained by the Fishery Board and River Don
Trust. Fisheries Officer Stephen Murphy is the primary contact for news items.
Staff are now providing brief monthly updates which are posted in the news section of the website and
emailed directly to all proprietors. Staff also continue to prepare the monthly Don fishing report in
Trout and Salmon magazine. Staff also supported an event in September, arranged by Craig Fleming,
for Trout & Salmon magazine. Craig hosted a photographer/journalist at the Manar beat by Inverurie
and a feature article written by Craig has been published in the winter edition of T&S.
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Plans for next year
The key work areas for the following year are:

Policing & Protection
•
•
•
•
•

Planned and responsive policing activities
Responding to pollution events
Management of goosanders
Monitoring seal activity in the river
Responding to planning applications

Habitat restoration
•
•
•
•

Installation of fish pass on the Newe weir
Easing/removing of minor man-made obstructions (subject to assessments)
Supporting SEPA to progress obstruction removals – Montgarrie weir
Green engineering at key sites using willow on the mainstem and tributaries

Angling development
•
•
•
•

Delivering angling lessons through Aberdeenshire Fly Fish 50
Develop and run ‘come and try’ angling events
Use social media to promote fishing opportunities
Support beats on Fish Don

Invasive Non-Native Species
•
•
•

Control of invasive non-native plants on the main stem Don and tributaries between Strathdon
and Alford through the SISI project
Control of invasive non-native plants between Alford and Inverurie, with support from
landowners, angling clubs and volunteers
Continued monitoring and removal of American mink in the catchment, with the help of
volunteers, through the SISI project

Monitoring
•

Monitoring levels of spawning through weekly redd counts at 14 sites throughout the
catchment
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Governance
The Aquaculture and Fisheries (Scotland) Act 2013 requires all District Salmon Fishery Boards to operate
in a transparent manner. As part of this the Don DSFB voluntarily adheres to the Association of Salmon
Fishery Boards (ASFB) Code of Good Practice. A copy of the code can be found at the ASFB website
(www.fms.scot/governance). This section of the report details how the Don DSFB meets the terms of
the reporting requirements of the Aquaculture and Fisheries (Scotland) Act 2013.

Meetings
The Don DSFB holds meetings on an approximately quarterly basis at various locations throughout
Donside. All meetings are open to the public and are advertised on the website (www.riverdon.org),
along with a draft and final agenda. During the Covid-19 pandemic, meetings are being held online using
Zoom. Members of the public can still join online Board meetings, and as previously, need to contact
info@riverdon.org so that joining instructions can be sent out. The minutes of these meetings are also
published on the website.

Complaints
Part of the 2013 Act required all District Salmon Fishery Boards to establish a formal complaints
procedure. A copy of the complaint’s procedure is available at www.riverdon.org. In the last year, the
Board has not received any complaints.

Declaration of Interests
All members of the Don DSFB are asked to complete and keep up to date a declaration of interests
relevant to their position on the Board. The most up to date register is available at www.riverdon.org.

Annual Accounts
The annual accounts are provided in a separate report.
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